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Two decades of functional imaging studies have demonstrated pain-related activations of
primary somatic sensory cortex (S1), parasylvian cortical structures (PS), and medial frontal
cortical structures (MF), which are often described as modules in a “pain network.” The
directionality and temporal dynamics of interactions between and within the cortical and
thalamic modules are uncertain. We now describe our studies of these interactions based
upon recordings of local field potentials (LFPs) carried out in an epilepsy monitoring unit
over the one week period between the implantation and removal of cortical electrodes
during the surgical treatment of epilepsy. These recordings have unprecedented clarity
and resolution for the study of LFPs related to the experimental pain induced by
cutaneous application of a Thulium YAG laser. We also used attention and distraction
as behavioral probes to study the psychophysics and neuroscience of the cortical “pain
network.” In these studies, electrical activation of cortex was measured by event-related
desynchronization (ERD), over SI, PS, and MF modules, and was more widespread and
intense while attending to painful stimuli than while being distracted from them. This
difference was particularly prominent over PS. In addition, greater perceived intensity of
painful stimuli was associated with more widespread and intense ERD. Connectivity of
these modules was then examined for dynamic causal interactions within and between
modules by using the Granger causality (GRC). Prior to the laser stimuli, a task involving
attention to the painful stimulus consistently increased the number of event-related
causality (ERC) pairs both within the SI cortex, and from SI upon PS (SI > PS). After the
laser stimulus, attention to a painful stimulus increased the number of ERC pairs from
SI > PS, and SI > MF, and within the SI module. LFP at some electrode sites (critical sites)
exerted ERC influences upon signals at multiple widespread electrodes, both in other
cortical modules and within the module where the critical site was located. In summary,
critical sites and SI modules may bind the cortical modules together into a “pain network,”
and disruption of that network by stimulation might be used to treat pain. These results in
humans may be uniquely useful to design and optimize anatomically based pain therapies,
such as stimulation of the S1 or critical sites through transcutaneous magnetic fields or
implanted electrodes.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past three decades, functional imaging studies have led
to the model that pain is a complex experience that is associated
with increased blood flow or BOLD signals in multiple struc-
tures in the brain (Davis, 2000; Derbyshire, 2000; Rainville et al.,
2000; Apkarian et al., 2005; Lenz et al., 2010). These structures
have been characterized as a “pain network” or “neuro-matrix”
(Melzack, 1990; Gelnar et al., 1999; Peyron et al., 1999; Casey,
2000; Strigo et al., 2003), rather than as a collection of unre-
lated centers (Melzack and Casey, 1968). A network consists of
neural elements, their connections, and connectional weights,
which are often equated respectively, with neurons/modules in
the brain, axons, and synapses. Functional interactions within

such a network may be conceived of as the network properties that
enable its modules jointly to process inputs or outputs, or both.

The pain network includes cortical modules such as the medial
frontal cortex (MF including anterior and middle cingulate
cortex—ACC and MCC, and supplementary motor area—SMA),
the primary sensory cortex (S1), and the parasylvian structures
(PS including opercular and insular cortex) (Casey, 2000; Davis,
2000; Apkarian et al., 2005; Lenz et al., 2010). We now review
our studies of the thalamic and cortical structures which medi-
ate the effect of acute pain. We will review our evidence that
these structures are characterized by the response to painful
stimuli (Lee et al., 1999; Ohara et al., 2004b,c; Kobayashi et al.,
2009), by the analgesic effect of thalamic and cortical lesions
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(Greenspan et al., 1999, 2008; Kim et al., 2007; Veldhuijzen et al.,
2009), and by the painful sensations evoked by thalamic stimu-
lation (Lenz et al., 1993, 2004; Ohara and Lenz, 2003; Patel et al.,
2006). Based upon this evidence cortical (S1, PS, and MF) and
thalamic modules may subserve different components of the
sensation of pain.

Pain is commonly viewed as a sensation composed of
multiple components which are mediated through a network
(Melzack, 1990; Gelnar et al., 1999; Peyron et al., 1999; Casey,
2000; Strigo et al., 2003). However, there is evidence from func-
tional imaging studies that cortical modules are local networks
that are associated with different dimensions of pain. We now
review psychophysical studies of patients with forebrain lesions,
and our studies of interactions between signals recorded from
different structures in the brain.

Studies of lesions by our group and others, demon-
strate double dissociation of functions that are impaired fol-
lowing lesions of modules, or local networks. These mod-
ules with their corresponding dimension of pain include:
(1) somatic sensory thalamus and parietal cortex with the
sensory dimension (Ploner et al., 1999; Rainville et al., 1999;
Hofbauer et al., 2001; Greenspan et al., 2004, 2008; Montes et al.,
2005; Kim et al., 2007), (2) the insula with decreased pain toler-
ance (Greenspan et al., 1999; Starr et al., 2009; Veldhuijzen et al.,
2009), and (3) the MCC with decreased gain of pain ratings
(Davis et al., 1994; Talbot et al., 1995; Greenspan et al., 2008).

These widespread, functional interactions between local net-
works or modules in the brain (Ohara et al., 2004a, 2006, 2008;
Greenspan et al., 2008), may explain the binding of different
dimensions of pain together to produce a unified pain sen-
sation (Singer and Gray, 1995). In particular, functional inter-
actions of this type have been related to a number of cog-
nitive tasks in humans (von der Malsburg, 1995). Long range
synchrony is often related to the lower frequency range, as
in the case of the present study (Rodriguez et al., 1999). This
type of organization is well established in language networks
in which normal language requires a network composed of
modules subserving “speech production (frontal lobe),” and
“speech reception” (temporal-parietal lobe), and their inter-
connections (Churchland and Sejnowski, 1992; Arbib, 2002;
Korzeniewska et al., 2008).

THE “PAIN NETWORK” AND STIMULATION EVOKED
ANALGESIA
Studies of the human “pain network” have fundamentally altered
our concepts of both the “pain network,” and the treatment of
pain by stimulation of that network (Coffey and Lozano, 2006;
Lenz, 2006; Cruccu et al., 2007; Dorsi and Lenz, in press). At
present, these stimulation therapies include: (1) transcutaneous
magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the motor cortex or dorsal lat-
eral prefrontal cortex (Leo and Latif, 2007; Wassermann et al.,
2010), or (2) electrical stimulation at sites including the thalamus
(Schuurman et al., 2000; Rasche et al., 2006), or motor cortex
(Fontaine et al., 2008). Our more recent studies seek to predict
effective stimulation sites based on their widespread causal influ-
ence upon other modules in the “pain network.” The present
manuscript will examine the results of recent studies of functional

connectivity within the thalamic and cortical modules in the
“pain network.” If the location of cortical targets is consistent
across patients using this approach, then new targets for stimu-
lation could be rapidly applied to protocols of TMS. Our studies
have been carried out with refinements of techniques employed
during previous studies, as reviewed below.

TECHNICAL FACTORS IN THE ANALYSIS OF THE
“PAIN NETWORK”
The “pain network” has previously been studied by fMRI sig-
nals analyzed by techniques focusing on the pre-stimulus interval
or a fixed cognitive task/set (Kong et al., 2006, 2010; Boly et al.,
2007). These prior technical approaches to pain-related func-
tional interactions are complicated by long sampling intervals
and widespread modules. Perhaps because of these difficul-
ties, the “pain network” is usually assumed to be static, or
fixed across time and task (Melzack, 1990; Peyron et al., 1999;
Price, 2000; Apkarian et al., 2005). Our recent studies have
overcome these technical difficulties (Ohara et al., 2004a, 2006,
2008; Zygierewicz et al., 2005, 2006; Korzeniewska et al., 2008;
Liu et al., 2010), and have demonstrated that the pain networks
composed of structures which are activated by painful stimuli are
not static but dynamic and task specific (Ohara et al., 2004a, 2006,
2008; Apkarian and Chialvo, 2006; Liu et al., 2010).

The techniques used in our recent studies represent techni-
cal and theoretical advances in the study of human forebrain
pain-related networks. The resolution of our recordings made
directly from the human brain have the unprecedented temporal
and spatial resolution of thalamic neuronal spike trains (500 Hz,
<0.5 mm), and recordings of multiple neurons (local field poten-
tials, LFPs) in the cortex (200 Hz, <1 cm) and the thalamus
(200 Hz, 2–3 mm, Figure 4). In comparison, current techniques
for the study of human pain-related networks include Positron
Emission Tomography (PET) (�1 Hz, >1 cm), fMRI (<1 Hz,
>3 mm) (Kong et al., 2010), and scalp EEG (scalp EEG 80 Hz,
>5 cm). Therefore, our recent studies have a broader bandwidth,
a higher temporal resolution, and an increased spatial resolution
than previous studies (Kong et al., 2006, 2010; Boly et al., 2007;
Ploner et al., 2009).

These recording techniques yield high resolution signals which
are analyzed by using the multivariate autoregressive models.
Granger adopted the idea of causality introduced by Wiener and
established the causality measure called Granger causality (GRC)
(Weiner, 1956; Granger, 1969). The event-related causality (ERC)
used in our studies for determining the significant interactions
among different brain structures was based the same concept as
GRC. ERC fulfills the following three conditions: (1) The changes
in X predict Y, (2) The changes in X precede Y, and (3) when eval-
uating the causal influences between X and Y, ERC analysis take
into account the changes in X and Y that are contributed by all
other variables in the system. Therefore, under some suitable sta-
tistical sense, we conclude that X is granger causal Y. However, we
have to keep in mind that the observed ERC might arise from the
unobserved sources in the system.

Recent advances have enabled the evaluation of the short time
ERC in a multivariate system. ERC is a multivariate approach
and is based on the Short-time direct Directed Transfer Function
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(SdDTF) for estimating the changes the direct causal inter-
actions within a multivariate system that are event-related in
the frequency domain. The SdDTF is used for the signals that
are short in duration and have a large number of repetitions.
The essential part of the ERC method is the statistical testing
procedure which will reveal the significant changes in inter-
channel relationships that are event-related (Ding et al., 2000;
Korzeniewska et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2011a). We now review our
studies of functional connectivity including those employing the
ERC techniques described above.

CORTICAL MODULES IN THE “PAIN NETWORK”
Our studies have demonstrated that the functional connectivity
between S1, PS, and MF changes dynamically with task, such
as the anticipation of the laser stimulus, versus attention to the
laser versus distraction from the laser (Ohara et al., 2004a,d, 2006,
2008). We considered that the human “pain network” included
cortical areas which are activated during the response to painful
stimuli (termed category 1), or during psychological processes
which modulate pain, such as distraction (termed category 2)
(Liu et al., 2011c). Among category 1 areas prior to the laser
stimuli, directed attention to the painful stimulus (counting) con-
sistently increased the number of ERC pairs both within the SI
cortex, and from SI upon PS (SI > PS) (Liu et al., 2011b,c). After
the laser stimulus, attention to a painful stimulus increased the
number of ERC pairs from SI > PS, and SI > MF, and within the
SI area. LFP at some electrode sites (critical sites) exerted ERC
influences upon signals at multiple widespread electrodes, both
in other cortical areas and within the area where the critical site
was located. Therefore, the number of electrodes involved in pairs
with significant ERC in category 1 was greater for pre-stimulus
versus post-stimulus period and for attention versus distrac-
tion, which is consistent with a network in which functional
connections change rapidly with intervals and tasks.

In contrast, the interaction between categories 1 and 2 was
often unchanged or stable across intervals and tasks, particu-
larly in MF (Liu et al., 2011c). Functional interactions between
categories were overwhelmingly in the direction from category
2 > 1, particularly for contacts in MF which often had a driver
role. Therefore, some functional interactions within the pain net-
work may be dynamic while others are apparently static. These
temporal factors in the “pain network” and modules may clar-
ify important parameters of the system such as the time course
of pain stimuli, of attentive tasks, and of therapeutic stimulation.
We next considered the MF module which has the largest number
of causal interactions in the “pain network,” and so may play a
pivotal role in the network.

THE MF MODULE IS PIVOTAL IN THE “PAIN NETWORK”
Our most recent studies have identified MF as the most critical
module in the “pain network.” The participation of MCC in pain
processing is suggested by activation of this area in response to
acute pain (Davis et al., 1997; Derbyshire et al., 1998). The extent
of pain-related function along the caudal-rostral axis of MCC and
ACC is suggested by functional imaging studies demonstrating
widespread blood flow or BOLD activation between individuals
(Davis et al., 1997; Derbyshire et al., 1998). Cingulate generators

of laser evoked potentials (LEPs) are supported by source analysis
of scalp EEG (Tarkka and Treede, 1993; Chen and Bromm, 1995;
Kitamura et al., 1995; Valeriani et al., 1996); recordings directly
from the surface of the cortex localize the generator in the
MCC, just anterior to the M1 (Lenz et al., 1998; Rios et al., 1999;
Ohara et al., 2004c).

Attention-related tasks (e.g., verbal fluency or Stroop) will also
activate widespread MF areas (Davis et al., 1997; Derbyshire et al.,
1998). Direct comparisons identify interleaved subunits within
the ACC and MCC which are activated by attention versus pain-
related tasks (Ploghaus et al., 1999). Therefore, the present results
may be the result of widespread functionally discrete subunits or
modules in MF which subserve pain and attention.

In comparison with other cortical areas, MF accounts for the
largest number of contacts involved in consistent causal pairs,
particularly in the case of attention and category 2 > category
1 interactions (Liu et al., 2011c). These consistent connections
were often stable across time intervals and attentional tasks.
Furthermore, functional interactions from category 2 > category
1 within the same cortical category were only found for MF
(Davis et al., 1997; Derbyshire et al., 1998). These results strongly
suggest that MF is the pivotal cortical module in the “pain net-
work.” Interactions of cortical and thalamic modules are also
likely to play a pivotal role as reviewed below.

CORTICO-THALAMIC ASSEMBLIES IN THE
“PAIN NETWORK”
Thalamic structures are likely modules in the “pain net-
work,” based on their involvement in densely inter-con-
nected thalamo-cortical assemblies (Steriade et al., 1997b;
Destexhe and Sejnowski, 2001) so that it is not possible to under-
stand the function of one without the other (Steriade et al.,
1997a; Destexhe and Sejnowski, 2001; Sherman and Guillery,
2001). Cortico-cortical synchrony may be related to interactions
with thalamic modules by mechanisms including common input
from thalamic to cortical modules, or thalamic oscillations which
may be either intrinsic or related to afferent volleys (Burton, 1975,
1984; Apkarian and Shi, 1994).

Thalamic neuronal I (intermediate, mixed single spikes, and
bursts) category firing is more likely than other categories: (1) to
show a response to laser stimuli (Kobayashi et al., 2009), (2) to
changecategorywhenthecognitive task changes(Kim et al., 2009),
and (3) to have synchrony with cortical modules. Therefore, I
category firing may be a selective carrier of pain-related signals
which is influenced by changes in cognitive tasks (Kim et al.,
2009), and which may enable both the thalamic response to
the laser and the transmission of that response to the cortex.
Furthermore, I category firing is associated with inhibitory events
of GABAb duration leading to low threshold spike LTS bursts
(Ohara et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2009), which might be exploited by
pharmacological therapies targeting thalamic GABAergic trans-
mission (Bal et al., 1995; Rudolph and Mohler, 2006; Agid et al.,
2007; Mohler et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2009), and possibly LTS
channels (Huguenard and Prince, 1994; Porcello et al., 2003;
Barton et al., 2005; Fischer and Waxman, 2010). Selective atten-
tion and learning may be increased by some of the newer
GABAergic agonists; these agents might have analgesic properties,
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or might augment behavioral therapies (Mohler, 2009) based
upon their ability to influence I category firing. The connection
of different modules in the “pain network” suggests strategies for
analgesic stimulation of the brain, which are considered below.

STRATEGIES FOR IDENTIFYING ANALGESIC
STIMULATION SITES
The efficacy of stimulation therapies may result from activa-
tion and disruption of a single module (Desmurget et al., 2009;
Sirigu et al., 2010), or from activation of a network by stimulation
of either a single module (Desmurget et al., 2009; Karnath et al.,
2010; Sirigu et al., 2010) or a subcortical white matter pathway
(De et al., 2007; Herbsman et al., 2009; Karnath et al., 2010). In
psychiatric disease, effective stimulation disrupts a widespread
network as measured by the extent of stimulation-evoked change
on cognitive testing (Levit-Binnun et al., 2007), and of activa-
tion plus functional connectivity in functional imaging studies
(Shajahan et al., 2002).

At present, the motor cortex is the most common site
for stimulation for pain based upon studies in animal mod-
els (Tsubokawa et al., 1987). Its efficacy has been demon-
strated in clinical studies of both electrical (Tsubokawa et al.,
1991; Brown and Barbaro, 2003) and magnetic stimulation
(Wassermann and Lisanby, 2001; Lefaucher, 2008), although
other frontal (Borckardt et al., 2006, 2007; Fierro et al., 2010)
or parietal stimulation sites may have much greater therapeutic
effects (Topper et al., 2003; Fregni et al., 2005).

Stimulation targeting modules in the “pain network” for the
treatment of different types of pain, such as post-operative pain
(Borckardt et al., 2006) and chronic pain (Wassermann et al.,
2010). This organization of therapeutic effects could be as rev-
olutionary as deep brain stimulation of the different modules in
the basal ganglia network for the treatment of different movement
disorders (Wichmann and DeLong, 1996; Walter and Vitek, 2004;
Anderson and Lenz, 2006). The basal ganglia model in patients
with movement disorders differs from that in healthy individuals
by the magnitude but not by the direction of causal influences,
which suggests that the proposed studies of acute pain might
describe functional interactions in a network which is relevant to
chronic pain.

Studies of signals recorded simultaneously from the thalamus
and cortex are important given the poorly understood interaction

of these structures in pain networks. Our ongoing studies of
activation and causality may also allow us to suggest synaptic
mechanisms which mediate functional interactions in the “pain
network.” If the GRC suggests that structure A exerts a causal
influence upon structure B, then an increase in activation of both
A and B suggests that this influence is excitatory.

If activation of A is increased as that of B is decreased, then
the influence may be inhibitory. If activation of A is decreased
while that of B is increased and the GRC influence from A to
B diminishes, then the activation of B may be the result of dis-
inhibition, i.e., decreased inhibition of B. For example, cortical
output increases the activity of thalamic nucleus reticularis, which
inhibits and so may decrease the activity of local circuit inhibitory
interneurons, which leads to decreased inhibition of the activity of
thalamocortical neurons, i.e., disinhibition (Steriade et al., 1997a;
Sherman and Guillery, 2001).

Our electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that, PS
showed decreased activation but increased functional interactions
during distraction, while during attention increased activation
was associated with decreased interactions. This suggests that an
increased inhibitory process mediates the effect of distraction
while disinhibition mediates the increased activation of attention.

Modulation of activity in PS by input from MF has been sug-
gested by our prior psychophysical and PET study of the response
to painful stimuli before and after a bilateral cingulotomy of the
MCC. Following the cingulate lesion, there was an increase in
pain ratings and increased activation of the parietal and insular
cortex ipsilateral to a painful stimulus (Greenspan et al., 2008). In
view of the present results, cingulate lesions or stimulation may
produce activation through disinhibition of PS, and the effect
of attention may occur through a similar disinhibitory process,
which is dependent upon MCC (Greenspan et al., 2008). These
studies point to the presence of functional interactions which may
lead to complex patterns of response to stimulation delivered to
produce an analgesic effect.
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